Julia Flemmerer

Julia Flemmerer was born in Mainz on November 30, 1979. She began studying law at Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz in 1999. After continuing her studies with a focus on French Law at the University of Lausanne, in Bonn and Hamburg, Julia Flemmerer began working as a lawyer in Cologne with focus in labor law and compliance at the law firm Seitz Partnerschaftsgesellschaft mbB, in 2007. Julia Flemmerer is the founder and managing director of Famosa Real Estate, a project development company in the real estate sector, and is active as an investor in green technology. She volunteers as an ambassador for Wellcome, which is a social franchise company that specializes in modern neighborhood assistance and operates all across Germany. Julia Flemmerer is married and has four children. Since March 2016, she has been a member of the Supervisory Board of Ströer SE & Co. KGaA.

Ms Julia Flemmerer belongs to the following other:

a) Supervisory Boards to be formed under the law; and/or
b) comparable national and international controlling bodies of other businesses:

a) none;
b) none.